
I'll Be There For You  

The One Where We Love Because He Loved Us 

Eros and Agape - Day 1  
 

 

Do you ever find yourself working hard so that the people in your life will love and appreciate 

you? Does all this effort ever leave you feeling tired or frustrated? Whether it’s remembering all 

of the birthdays or hosting fancy dinner parties or trying to remember the snack preferences for 

everyone in your office…you work hard!  

  

The trouble with working so hard to earn love is that we inevitably burn out. The source of this 

effort is something called Eros. Eros is defined as a desire and intention to possess, acquire, or 

control for the purpose of personal satisfaction. Often, when we operate in Eros we believe our 

actions to be kind or generous, but the truth is our motivations are selfish. We are motivated 

purely by what can be gained from our efforts…and the result is always problematic.  

  

The good news is that there is another kind of love – Agape! This is a deliberate act of the will 

based upon the nature and character of God himself.  Agape love comes from God to us and is 

then able to be given away to others. This love is not motivated by a desire to acquire or receive, 

but instead always points the recipient towards God himself!  

 

1 John 3:16 (TPT) talks about Agape when it says, “This is how we have discovered love’s 

reality: Jesus sacrificed his life for us. Because of this great love, we should be willing to lay 

down our lives for one another.” 

 

  

As you reflect on the differences between Eros and Agape consider the following: 

• When you show kindness to others, what is your hoped-for result? 

• Where do you see Eros demonstrated in your current relationships? 

• How would you encourage others to rest in Agape love? 

 

 


